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BlzTech writer Frederick
Arehart tells you everything
you need to know about
buying a new computer.
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What's It like to-touch history? .
Opinion Writer Shannon Morgan
talks about the significance
of Rev. Jesse Jackson's
appearance at Boise State.
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CULTURE
PAGE 7
Get the scoop on this
weekend's International Wildlife
Film Festival and the down-low
In sex advice with this week's
"Fornication Forum:
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SPORTS
PAGE 10
Boise State hosted four home
athletic events over the
weekend. Read about how the
men's basketball team fared.
against HawaII.
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News Writer
Waving a blue and orange Bronco flag
in his hands, Boise State football fan and
season ticket holder Parker Jimenez celebrates with fellow enthusiasts In a sea of
blue and orange.
Throwing the flag over his head, he
starts blindly dancing to the beat of the
Blue Thunder Marching Band as It approaches the Statehouse. Parker then
runs up to his mom and grabs her hand.
He is only four years old.
In honor of the Bronco football team's
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl win and undefeated
season, Boise State University celebrated
with a parade and "Statehouse Salute" on
. the steps of the Capitol Saturday, Jan. 20.
The Jimenez family was one of many
. that gathered in front of the Capitol and
down Capitol Boulevard to show their
support for the team. Although the
weather was cold, thousands of smiling
faces bundled in blue in orange flooded
downtown.
"We'rejust so proud ofthem [the team]
and their accomplishments," Parker's
mother and Boise local Sarah Jimenez
said.
While the crowd waited for the parade to reach the Statehouse, audio of the
Fiesta Bowlblared from large speakers on
the lawn.
"Oklahoma fans are jumping up and
down on the sidelines. They think they've
won it [the game]," the commentary said.

What do the NFL playoffs,
punters with stabbing
tendencies and horses on the
sauce have In common? They're
all topics the sports guys hit
on In the latest "Arbiter Sports
Talk" podcast.
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WEATHER
----------------------------

TUESDAY
High: 42F / Low 28F

WEDNESDAY
High: 44F / Low 22F

THURSDAY
High: 43F / Low 29F

According to Boise resident Barbara
Miller, those who watched the game on
television were not really able to grasp
how quiet the crowd was toward the end
of the game when Bronco fans thought
they were going to lose.
When the play that tied the game 35351n the final seven seconds sounded on
the speakers, the crowd cheered as Ifthey
. were hearing it for the first time.
Miller, clad in plastic beads and holdIng pompoms from the game In one
hand, and her dog, Calvin, In the other,
said she thought the whole season was,
just wonderful.
"It was fabulous. We were sitting in the
nosebleed seats [at the game] but we had
.a wonderful time," Miller said. "I've lived
In Idaho since the seventies and I've never seen a season like this."
The parade, which was coordinated
In cooperation with the Office of the
Governor and the Boise Mayor's Office,
started on the Boise State campus and
traveled north on Capitol Boulevard to
the Statehouse.
the procession culminated with the
Statehouse Salute, which Included remarks from university and civic leaders.
Governor C.L. "Butch" Otter, who
joined fans in Arizona on the first day
of his term, congratulated Coach Chris
Petersen forhis Paul "Bear" Bryant award
as the 2006 College Coach ofthe Year,and.
additionally praised the football team
for perfect season and Western Athletic
Conference championship.

"Whereas the people of the state Of
Idaho and throughout America were
inspired by the Broncos' New Year'i
Day performance at the Fiesta Bowl, .n
is appropriate to recognize the teams
achievements. Now, therefore, I, CX:
Butch Otter, governor of the great state
of Idaho do hereby proclaim the month
of January 2007 Boise State University
Bronco Football Month," Otter said .
Mayor David Bieter said to the city that
he was very, very proud of the Boise community for the classy way they celebrated
the victory in Arizona.
"Folks, sometimes a team and a town
come together as one. That is true of
this team and this town. What separates
Boise State from all the other teams Is
their courage, their creativity, and their
class; and that's what separates the city of
Boise as well," Bieter said.
According to BSUPresident BobKustra,
the team taught life lessons ofdetermination, tenacity, grit, creativity and courage
to the entire nation. Kustra said the players and their coaches positioned BSUfor
greatness in every aspect.
"On behalf of our faculty, our students,
and our staff at Boise State University,
thank you Bronco Nation for the Incredible support you have provided this team,
week in and week out, all season long,
right on to that great undefeated season and that fantastic Fiesta Bowl victory. Congratulations to you! What a day,
what a season," Kustra said. "Go Bronco
Nation, go Broncos!"

~~~~~~~~~_____________
Jesse Jackson highlights Human Rights Celebration
BY DARCIE

FORMERVICE PRESIDENT
AL GORE TO KEYNOTEFRANK

NUTT

8tudentScottyStobiesaid. "I think
this is what it's going to take."
The week-long celebration also
CHURCHCONFERENCEON
Boise State students, faculty and included an address by a keynote
GLOBALWARMINGAT
community members gathered in speaker on Wednesday, Jan. 17,the
BOISE STATE
the Jordan Ballroom on Monday, thirdannualPoetrySlamforJustice
5 p.m. reception at the Banner
Jan. 15. Displaying signs declar-. on Thursday, Jan. 18 and Service
Bank Building
ing "the dream lives on," "equality
Saturday on Jan. 20.
Keynote Address
'knows no color," and "don't hate This year's keynote speaker was
appreciate," the crowd marched to Reverend Jesse Jackson, who' apTIme: 7:00 p.rn,
the capitol.
peared to a near-capaclty crowd at
Location: Taco Bell Arena
The march kicked off the Martin
the Taco Bell Arena.
Cost: Free and open to the
Luther King Jr. Human Rights
Curly introduced Jackson by empublic, but advance tickets will
Celebration Week. A committee on phasizing that the message of the
be required. Additional general
campus organized the week's activ- human rights celebration is that
admission tickets are available
ities, led for the second consecutive
the nation needs to come together
at the Taco Bell Arena Box
year by Rodney Curley.
as a-people and unite so that those
This year's theme is "Justice without a voice can be defended.
Office, at (208) 426-1766, at
for Sum," According to Curley,
"Jesse Jackson said it best: A
all Select-a-Seat locations, and
many people are caught up in con- man must be willing to die lor jusonline at www.ldahotlckets.
sumer capitalism.
tice," Curly said. "It is time not just
com. TIckets are $5, Including
"We're trying to undo that,"' for powerful words, but for powerall service fees. Students can
Curleysaid. "It could even be on the ful action,"
pick up theirfree'tlckets
(limit
level of state politics,"
According to Jackson, Martin
of two free tickets per student)
AssociatedStudents ofBoiseState Luther. King,
tried to' emphawith student Identification at
President Wyatt Parke gave a short
size equality •.not only for black
speech before the march regarding
citizens. He also tried to change
the Taco Bell Arena Box Office
ASBSU'ssupport forthe event.
the laws of the country that limited
and at the Student Union
"We are takirig a stand against
its development. .
Info Desk.
Intolerance
. and.
injustice,"
"Pro.King struggled to. save .the
For further jnformatlon,
Parke said .."Todaywe getto po our soulofAmedca,"JacksOnsald::,
.,
contact Garrv Wenskel
.small~'"
In regard to King's'"JHave
w
Exec:utlve Director of the Frank
: .Anrlmbere>fDlarCbers .Volced. a . Dream • spellch,··made •••.
Jn
News Writer
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"He talked about changing the
status quo," Jackson said. "We
couldn't use a single public toilet.
We couldn't vote ... our citizenship
was not allowed."
Because of Boise State's recent
win at the Fiesta Bowel, Jackson related the need for diversity through
sports.
According to Jackson, the nation is made ofthose who are black,
brown, yellow and white. He added that people do best when all
are included.
.
"On the field, what gave your
school a chance?" Jackson asked.
"The playing field was even."
Jackson said that there is a struggletoeventheplayingfieldwhenit
comes to life expectancy, jobs, promotions and public schools for all
races.
Similar to sports, the opportunities In life must be even for alt
"Atthe end of the day, how do we
treat people? How do we getalong?.
... How do we treat those whose .
backs are againstthe waU?" .'
Ac~otdlll~tl)Ja~l)l1t h~anlJi7
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character.
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Bowl win spikes admissions interest,
students can still apply for spring semester
BY JOSLYN

SALOW

News Writer

Crown Jewels

The Boise State football team's
dramatic
victory, in the Tostitos
Fiesta Bowl has created a spike in
admissions inquiries from prospective students locally, throughout the
state and nationwide. There is still
time to apply for admission for the
current Spring 2007 semester.
According to university officials,
graduate students, local high school
students, Idaho students, and out of

BY CHAD MENDENHALL

Kustra said.
Boise State's graduate

school has

ble newcomers

Maryland, Maine, New York and
received 10 times as many applicaWest Virginia.
tion inquiries as it normally does in
According
to Kelley Brandt,
early January.
Associate Director of Admissions,
"There is only one reason for this,
obviously, and that would be the , Boise State's growth can be tracked
back to the 1990s.
Fiesta Bowl and the national atten"The surge in the number for peotion that has been focused on Boise
ple interested in Boise State actuState," Kustra said. Kustra also said
ally started back in the '90s and we
that he received hundreds of e-rnails
now have the highest enrollment
from all over the country. According
in Idaho," Brandt said. He also said
to Teresa Church, Boise State's asthat the notoriety that the Fiesta
sociate director of admissions, the
Bowl provided for the university
university
has received
admisshould catch the attention of possision inquiries from as far away as

like faculty, students

and football players.
"I think it's great that Boise State
is in the spotlight because we are
a wonderful school that has many
things to offer such as our academic
programs, student activities, athletic events and outdoor adventures,"
"Whatever occurs in the next few
months, the remarkable
staff in
the Graduate, Undergraduate,
and
Applied
Technology
Admission
Offices will ready for the new inquiries and applications," Brandt said.

Boise State University honors exemplary faculty members

News Writer
Cut, clarity, color and carat - the
four C's every jeweler, thief and
prospective bride are captivated by
whenever a diamond is presented.
Diamonds
have
caught
the
hearts
of people for centuries,
which is why January marks a
significant
month
for diamond
enthusiasts.
As the sun was setting late one
January afternoon in 1905 at the
Premier Mine in South Africa, the
mine's superintendent,
Frederick
Wells found himself 18 feet below
the earth's surface performing his
daily inspection. His eyes caught a
shimmering
object reflecting the
setting sun.
At first, Wells thought the object
was a large piece of glass, but as he
scaled the wall to extract the shining target he soon discovered his
piece of glass was actually the largest gem-quality diamond ever discovered. It weighed 3,106 carats, or
about 1.33 pounds,
The diamond was named after
the owner of the mining company,
Sir Thomas Cullinan and sold to
the Transvaal
government,
who
then offered it to King Edward VII
on his 66th birthday in1907.
The Cullinan
Diamond
was
eventually
cut into nine large
stones and about 100 smaller ones.
The largest, known as Cullinan I or
The Star of Africa, is worth almost
$400 million, weighing 530 carats.
It seems unfair, somehow, that
a man's best friend is a dog and a
diamond is a girl's best friend, because a Jia1\iond truly lasts forever. The word comes from the Greek
ter~ni'adarna~"
meaning "invincible," because it is the hardest substance found in nature.
In the Early Middle Ages of
Europe diamonds were thought to
possess medicinal
powers. Many'
believed
swallowing
diamonds
would cure illness.
As the value of these stones increased monetarily,
mine owners
invented
rumors that diamonds

state students have requested information about Boise State since the
Broncos' 43-42 overtime win over
Oklahoma.
In his Spring Update speech,
President Kustra commented on the
dramatic increase In interest in the
university, not only in graduate admissions.
"The admissions
office has received a 135 percent increase in online inquiries since the Fiesta Bowl,"
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The College of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs honored five Boise
State University Faculty members
at a Jan. 10 college meeting.
Both full-time and part-time faculty members were given a plaque
shaped like the state ofldaho and a
cash award for outstanding achievement in three areas: teaching,
research and service.
Heidi
Reader,
assistant
professor
for the Department
of
Communication,
received an award
for Tenured Teaching.
Les Aim, professor and chair for
the Department
of Public Policy
and
Administration,
received
the Tenured
Research
Award,
Susanne McCorkle, professor for
the Department of Communication
and interim dean for the College of
Social Sciences and Public Affairs,
received
an award for Tenured

Service. Christopher Meyerhoeffer,
teaching
in the Department
of
Criminal
Justice, -. received
the
Adjunct Award; and John Ziker, assistantprofessorforthe
Department
of Anthropology,
was given the
award for Tenure Track.
"I greatly appreciate this recognition of my work by my colleagues in
the college," Ziker said. "In my case,
our department
chair, Mark Plew,
made the nomination."
Ziker said each department nominated an individual for one of the
awards.
The final decision concerning
who received what award came
down to a committee
made up
of Boise State faculty members.
Committee
chair, Leslie Martin
presented the awards along with
University Provost, Sona Andrews.
The purpose of the awards program is to honor faculty members
in the College of Social Sciences

and Public Affairs who are doing
outstanding
work. IIonorees
are
also included on the college's "Wall
of Fame."
On December 6, 2006 Ziker said
he received an award from ASBSU
for outstanding
service as an exemplary faculty member in the college of Social Sciences and Public
Affairs at Boise State.

BSU physics professor,
receives two major awards
BY RYAN RASMUSSEN
News Writer
Boise State Physics professor Alex
Punnoose received the 2007 B5U
College of Arts and Sciences Award
for Distinguished Teaching and the
Award for Distinguished
Research.
He is the first professor in the (I(:Jllege to receive both awards in the
same year.
Punnoose was cited for his dedication and skill in the classroom
and for his contributions
to the
development
of future scientists.
Punnooseteaches classes both for
the undergraduate
physics program
and the graduate materials science
and engineering program. He also
was praised for his outstanding research program in the field ofnano-

were poisonous.
These
stories
were an attempt to prevent mineworkers from stealing the gems by
ingesting them,
There are many different types
of diamonds
found in the world,
and the price always depends on
the four C's,
Its naturally occurring internal
characteristics,
or "birthmarks"
determine the clarity of a diamond.
This is what makes each diamond

technology.
"Measures of the success of Dr.
Pun noose's work are easy to come
by; more than 20 refereed papers,
which have been cited more than
350 times; numerous invitations to
address
international
meetings,"
said Martin Schimpf, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. "$4.1
million in grants, including
the
highly prestigious National Science
Foundation
CAREER grant, and

unique, and shows its purity.
A carat refers to the unit weight
of diamonds.
They are measured
in terms of weight, not size.
Perhaps the most important "C"
when shopping for diamonds is the
cut. There are many cuts, but all
rely on symmetry, finish, proportions and polish.
A pink diamond
is considered
the worlds most valuable and rare.
Other colors include white, yellow, champagne,
blue, brown and
green.
King Edward VII placed the Star
of Africa it in the Sovereign's Royal
Sceptre as part of the Crown Jewels
in the United Kingdom. Many consider the Crown Jewels to be the
largest and most valuable jewelry
collection on earth. They contain
precious
gems, crowns,
swords,
rings, bracelets and scepters. This
collection has been guarded at the
Tower of London since 1303.
Idaho may have Craters of the
Moon but Arkansas has Crater of
Diamonds, 'the worlds only diamond mine open to the public.

three patents."
Nanotechnology is a field of study
in science and technology
that
works with materials broken down
to a nano-meter in size.
" Materials that are based off [the
size] of few atoms to several hundred atoms," said Punnoose.
Nanotecl}nology
can be applied
to most materials,
ranging from
semiconductors
used in electronics
industry to sunscreens and paint.
Pun noose described that there is a
lot of work that must be done in the
field of nanotechnology,
because
when working with materials
at
the nano-scale it can significantly
change the properties of the materlal. These changes can be. good
sometimes they can be bad.
There is the bigger concern of
their potential adverse effect to the
environment, in how will the changes in properties ofthe material affect
living cells. Punnoose recently initiated a new collaboration with BSU
biology professors Denise Wingett
and Kevin Feris to specifically address this growing concern world-

Uncle Sam, the largest diamond
wide.
found in the United States, was disTwo undergraduate
students
covered at the Crater of Diamonds
Isaac Coombs from the physics depstate park in 1924.
tarment and Jason Bells of biology
There were a total of 490 diadepartment,
biology graduate stumends found at Crater ofDiamonds
dent Cory Hanley, and postdoctoral
in 2006. Adults can spend all day
research associate Madhu Kongara
digging for diamonds for only $6,
are currently investigating the toxicchildren six to twelve are admitted
ity of nano-scale zinc oxide. which is
for $3 and anyone under six yearscommorily
foundinsunscreen
and
can dig for free;
the keyelemenUn reflecting the sun
All this diamond business may.
offthesldn.onthenan~meterlevel
leave some people 'with just one theyfound zinc o)Cideto
harmful'
question: ·Can a cubic zirconia be
tothebaetlliia
E.coli.WI1enapplied
considered a girl'~ best fi.illtld?·...to~,ceJ1S.U1.ey,
\\rtjre found to

be

in Halle, Germany

"This award meant a lot to me
because I was nominated by a student and it relates to my teaching," Ziker said. Ziker has taught in
the Anthropology
Department
at
Boise State since the Fall Semester
of2003.
"Prior to that, I was a Post-doctoral Fellow at the Max Planck,
Institute for Social Anthropology

for two years,"

Ziker said.
Aim said he thought he received
his award for his consistency
in
publications over the past 16 years.
"It is a very nice feeling to know
my work is recognized as valuable
to the university and it contributes
to furthering students' education,"
Alm said.
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level.
Punnoose involves both undergraduate and graduate students In
his research program, and collaborates with researchers
in industry
and academia in the United States,
India, Switzerland and other locations. In addition to his NSF CAREER
award, Punnoose
currently
has
funding from the U.S. Department
of Energy, the Petroleum Research
Fund and the NSF's Experimental
Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research.
He emphasizes his students do a
lot of the work in research projects
and that he is just there to guide
them along should they need it.
Research students
Jason Bells,
Jason Hays, Aaron Taturber, Chadd
Vankomen
and Madhu Kongara
think very highly of him and are appreciative of the guidance he provides.
"He communicates with students
well, available to talk to about research," said Hays. " Its nice getting
to work directly with an advisor, he's
very enthusiastic."
" He's gives very good explanations, and good insight and understanding," said Vankomen.
In the upper-lever physics, and
materials science and engineering
classes, Punno('se made significant
efforts to integrate research
and
education. Experimental
data collected in the research lab were converted into instructional
materials
in the classroom. Pun noose developed a CD-ROM of 14 homework
assignments
using research
data
to use in a graduate course PHYS
523: physical Methods of Materials
Characterization
that he teaches every fall semester. Students wi1llearn
about a particular
research
tool
every week and will employ those
principles to analyze real research
data collected by Punnoose using
the same technique, included in the
homework CD-ROM, His passion to
teaching through such novel methods makes his physics lectures fascinating, according to his students.
He is very proud of the work his
students have and are continuing
to do. He enjoys the fact that they
show such an interest their studies
and that they are always working .
and learning of their own free will.
He said that doing the research they
are conducting now would also prepare them better for jobs and their
careers •.
Punno()se received a cash award
from the College 9fArtsand Sciences
and his plaques will be addedto the'
"Wall ofFarne," outside the college's
main offices;
.
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.Micron Technology Foundation
donates $12.5 million to BSU
"Boise State University has been a
great partner in education, helping
Assistant News Editor
Micron and others achieve success
through the success of its faculty
The College of Business and
and students," Appleton said.
Economics recently received a
On top of the initial $12.5million,
substantial donation in the form
the Micron Foundation stated that
of $12.5 million from the Micron
they plan to provide an additional
Technology Foundation. The mon$5 million in matching funds as doey will be used to help fund the connations are received. Current prostruction of a new building located
jections for the total project costs
at the present University Inn site, at
are in the vicinity of $31million.
the corner of Capitol Boulevard and
"Micron is strongly committed
University Drive.
to investing in the future of educaThe Micron Foundation and
tion and in institutions, like Boise
Boise State University announced
State, that support a spirit of inthe contribution on Friday, January
novanon and execution," Micron
16, at a press conference held on
Foundation's executive director
campus. BSUPresident Bob Kustra
Dee Mooney said.
spoke to the small crowd gathered
Plans for the new building to
to hear the news.
house the College of Business and
"Today is truly a historic moEconomics will begin in earnest
ment for Boise State University, and
upon State Board of Education apof course it simply would not have
proval. Pending their consent and
happened if it weren't for the gensuccess in raising funds, construcerosity of the Micron Technology
tion could begin by spring 2008. In
Foundation," Kustra said.
addition to modern instructional
According to former BSU stufacilities, the building will include
dent and Micron's chairman, CEO
an advanced financial trading cenand president Steve Appleton, BSU
ter, a center for student services, a
has continued to give back to the
center for economic development
local community, the state and'
and a center for innovation.
the nation.
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A state-of-the-art facility is essential in order for us to continue to
meet the needs of today's business
environment, and will not only help
retain our excellent faculty, but will
help attract the best and brightest
new faculty in the coming years,"
Kustra said.
Currently, the College of Business
and Economics has nearly 3,000
students enrolled, and continues to
grow. According to Dean Howard
Smith, a 'new facility will add to the
overall quality of education that
will be proVided.
"It will greatly enhance our ability to deliver first-rate undergraduate, graduate and executive programs," Smith said. "When all is
said and done, Micron's investment
not only uplifts the college and
Boise State University, but also the
greater Idaho community."
The
Micron
Technology
Foundation, Inc. is a private, nonprofit organization established in
1999 by Micron Technology Inc.,
and funds educational efforts and
charitable activities.
More information
can be
obtained
at www.micron.com/
foundation.
M

New rules require passports for Cari~bean
BY ALFONSO CHARDY AND
JACQUELINE CHARLES
Courtesy MCT
In 31 years as a U.S, citizen,
Miami letter carrier Mariano Cruz
has never had a U,S. passport. But
the Cuban-born Cruz, 67, recently
joined millions of Americans, naturalized and native-born, in applying
for one for the first time.
Beginning Jan. 23, Americans returning to the United States by air
from countries from which they previously needed only a birth certificate or other ID to enter must carry
passports. or face delays.
The requirement is the latest in a
growing web of post-Sept. 11 measures to snare terror suspects and
deter use offorged travel documents.
Passports also will be required from
Bermudians and Canadians who

could enter with driver's licenses _ Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention
and Mexicans who previously could & Visitors Bureau, said the requirement will become a problem only if
enter at U.S. airports if they had
"we appear to be inhospitable, that
Border Crossing Cards.
this is part ofan effort to keep people
A second phase of the program
requiring.passports for entry via ve- from visiting the United States."
Resorts that, rely heavily on
hicle, cruise ship or on foot is to take
Americans traveling spontaneously
effect next year.
U.S. Customs
and
Border for a week or weekend abroad are
Protection estimates that up to 45 expected to be more significantly affected by the change. The Caribbean
percent ofAmerican travelers enterHotel Association said a 2005 study
ing the country at Fort Lauderdalel
found the change could endanger
HollywoodInternationalAirportand
as much as $2.6 billion in tourism
10 percent at Miami International
arrive without passports. These revenue and 188,000jobs in the retravelers are generally admitted if gion. Nearly half the Caribbean's 21
they show a birth certificate or an- million annual foreign visitors are
other acceptable document, includ- Americans. The study said about 80
percent of U.S. travelers to Jamaica
ing a driver's license.
Thomas Winkowski, director of and half of all Americans visiting
the British Virgin Islands, Cayman
field operations for U.S. Customs
Islands, Dominican Republic and
and Border Protection in South
Florida, told The Miami Herald he other smaller Caribbean islands ardid not anticipate major delays or rive without passports.
Jorge Lomonaco, Mexico's consul
disruptions.
"I think we've done a good job of general in Miami, said it's difficult to
gauge how the requirement will afeducating the public," he said.
fect his country's tourism industry.
Upon
arrival,
returning
Americans lacking passports are re- About 30 percent, 2 million, of the
7 million Americans who annually
ceiving notices advising them of the
travel to Mexico beyond border citnew requirement, Winkowski said.
ies arrive without passports.
Travel executives in Canada,
Caribbean officials sought to dethe Caribbean and Latin America
lay the Jan. 23 start date. When that
have widely advertised the change,
Winkowski said, pointing to a large failed, governments took steps to
ad in the Jan. 7 Miami Herald by lessen the blow. Jamaica, with an
Nassau Paradise Island offering re- estimated 1 million U.S. tourist visbates of up to $97 per vacationer to its in 2004, embarked on a publicity
cover passport costs. While officials campaign to remind U.S. travelers
they need passports.
do not anticipate widespread probIn the Bahamas, with more than
lems, individual travelers may face
1.3 million annual U.S. visitors, the
delays at airport immigration lines
ministry of tourism has marketed
and airline counters. Some passengers lacking passports may not be the islands to other countries to
allowed to board planes, some air- offset any loss in American tourist dollars, as well as increasing
line officials suggested.
"It is required by law for travel- U.S.marketing.
"Wehave put in place measures to
ers to have proper documents to
mitigate against the potential fallout
board the plane," said Martha
Pantin,
a spokeswoman
for ofthis through an aggressive advertising campaign in our U.S. marAmerican Airlines.
kets," said John G. F. Carey, a parliaU.S.travelers who make it aboard
planes without passports may be mentary secretary in the Bahamas
pulled from regular passport con- ministry of tourism and a member
of parliament.
trollines on their return and quesA November assessment by U.S.
tioned. But Winkowski said that
travelers who are citizens will be Customs and Border Protection indicated that both the U.S. and foradmitted and receive a notification
eign travel industries will take a
of the passport requirement and
an application for one. Mann said temporary hit. In the short term, the
report said, the U.S. travel industry
the same will apply to U.S. passenmay even benefit as Americans who
gers processed at U.S. Customs and
don't want to get passports forgo forBorder Protection "pre-clearing"
eign trips.
sites in Aruba and the Bahamas.
Cruz, who has visited the
American officers check passengers
Bahamas and returned three
at those foreign sites as if the travtimes using his driver's license and
elers had just arrived in the United
States. Those passengers then don't voter registration card, said he submitted his passport application two
need to clear passport control and
weeks ago. "I want to continue gocustoms here.
ing," Cruz said.
Nicki Grossman, president of the
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---------------------------Dow Jones Industrial
Average

12,565.53 (- 2.40)
Nasdaq Composite

2,451.31 (+ 8.10)
S&.P 500

1,430.50 (+ 4.13)
10 Year Bond

4.75% (+ 0.42%)

LOCAL
Bank of America-(BAC)"

53.59 (+ 0.30)
Micron Technology

(MU)

13.27 (+ 0.02)
Hewlett

Packard (HPQ)

42.00 (- 0.34)
Washington

Mutual (WM)

44.67 (+ 0.41)
Qwest Communications

(Q)

8.42 (- 0.02)

TECHNOLOGY

----------------------------

Apple, Inc. (AAPL)

88.50 (- 0.57)
Google Inc. (GOOG)

489.75 (+ 1.92)
Microsoft

Corporation

(MSFT)

31.11 (+ 0.11)
Motorola

Inc. (MOT)

19.27 (+ 0.56)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)

27.64 (- 0.48)

FUN

---------~-----------------Abercrombie

&. Fitch (ANF)

79.90 (+ 0.42)
American

Eagle (AEOS)

34.02 (- 0.12)
NIKE,Inc.

(NKE)

99.94 (+ 0.27)
,,\Val-Mart

(WMT)

" 48.31 (-. q.Of3)

35.50 (- 0.35)

CURRENCY

---------------------------USD to Euro (EUR)

0.771 (- 0.0013)
USD to pound (GBP)

0.506 (-0.001%)

dent usage, the basic 1.6gzmachines
to high-speed cable; they are on.an
are more than adequate. Coupled
LAN.
BlzTech Writer,
with 512.K to t-glgabyte of RAMthey
Adesktop with a 1.6gzCeleron proare capable of handling your papers, .cessor with a megabyte of RAM will
If you didn't get your computer surfing, downloading and.llght gam- currently run $400-500.
from Santa, you may want to give ing with ease.
Ifyou do a lot of math, spreadsheet,
thought to the level of performance
Kelvin stresses that one should
or photo editing work, stick with the
you actually need.
likely avoid the off-the-wall or realIy P4.
We all have a tendency in this age cheap manufacturers as they tend to
The new dual chip models are ~reat
of Intense product marketing to use spot market parts thatmaynotbe
for hlgli-end gaming, running buslthink the "latest is the greatup to spec.
ness and intense photo/video edit. est." For the' (wealthy)
My own desktop is a 6·year oldHP
ing, but will not run your usual stuff
extreme
garners
800mz Pentium III running Windows
any faster or better,
and number
XP.That's right, I said a PIlI.
The new Vista
be great for,
It has one gigabyte of RAM. It does
gamers and will have' more belIs
just fine for any application I run or
and whistles, but for general student
crunchdownload in elass-related work.
This
PC
is
worth
about
$50
work it is questionable .whether . or
ers.: this can
on the used market;
not it will be worth the added COSt.
be a truism.
,
Wind,owsXPisgolngtobea.round.for
For the rest of us our needs
I cannot tell any,
difference in the
at leastthe next five years.
. .'
don't even' approach the requirespeed' that' it
Bythen your machine willbe ready
ments for $2,000 wonder machines.
prints papers
to graduate into a boat anchor and
Most students s;'uf the net, e-mail,
pictures',
or you will' have that high-paying job' .
occasionally' download and play
games, write papers with a word protlie net comand can afford to go for the ethereal
cessing program and store Informamy" sons'
bling.'
.
'
3700 AMD.
If you shop carefully, -there are
tion in a spreadsheet.
This is not taxing work for Virtually
said that,
package deals with a P4, 5i2K RAM
any of the computers in stores today.
net goes," and a printer for less than $800.
.
Myperson~l PC doctor is Kelvin
.tion speed
. Impress your parents and your
Thornton of Computer Restorations
eomputer;
walIet; the.$l,200you sav!lcan go for
(www.computerrestorations.com).
the. major
more Important things,l\ke dating,'
In talking to Kelvin, it's. hisexpeIi •......
hooked up 'gasoreyenriewrims,,:;'
. ' '.
ence that for th~ vast majority of stu'
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Walt Disney (DIS)

-

USD to Yen (lPY)

121.28 (+0,001%)
Gold

635.40 (+ 8.10)
Silver

12.81 (+ 0.21)
Numbers printed as of press time
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oodbye idealism ......
ello Democrat

The way we see it.··
Idahoans need more
dollars in their wallets
On Monday, Jan. 15 approximately 100 members of the Idaho
Community Action Network were
.present at the Idaho Statehouse, attempting to sway lawmakers' opinions about increasing the state's
minimum wage. .
The purposed increase would
boost minimum wage from $5.15
to $7.25 per hour - a little $2.10 that
can make a big difference at the end
of the workday.
Multiplied by an entire day's
worth of work, $2.10 can add up to
half a tank of gas.
Given a month's time and the increase could mean more grocer,les, nights out and an overall better quality of life for those that the
increase would most greatly affect
- those in lower-level jobs.
Who wouldn't want to be able to
live a little more comfortably?
With just a few extra dollars per
hour, work could start to feel like
it really is paying off when items
termedilluxurious" could be purchased, and every hour of pay isn't
dedicated to life-essential items.
Overall, it would benefit the entire
community.
People would be happier because
they would a few less financial
woes and could start to enjoy life,
and in turn everyone they encounter would benefit from their happier mood.
It may be a stretch, but seriously think about it. Who hasn't encoun. tered a very-grumpy drive-through
worker, cashier, or car wash attendant?
Maybe an extra few dollars an
hour might make them more pleasant, and you just might have a better day ifyou get a smile from across
the cash register instead of a death
stare.
And don't forget your past experiences - who hasn't worked a job
paying minimum wage, or barely
more than what the state dictates is
the bare-minimum needed to survive? Wouldn't it have been nice to
see a little more on you paychecks?
Examine your empathetic side, and
attempt to feel what those making
minimum wage (ifyou aren't yourself subject to this ridiculously low
rate of pay) are feeling.
No matter who you are, extra
money is enjoyable. Whether it's
newly-discovered coins between
couch cushions, a Lincoln found
in the pair of jeans that you wore
last week or two extra dollars for an
hour of serving up fries.

vote for the Green Party in any ofthe last few elections - unbending principles coupled with invective.
Opinion Writer
Ifyou sit on the sidelines long enough you'll watch the key
players on the field screw up again and again, and no matter how terrible or flagrant the "mistake:' you find yourself
nlike most conservative pundits, I was excited
itching to get a piece of the action.
about the idea of Nancy Pelosi as Speaker of the
And when that moment comes, all the indignation piled
House; not only is she the first woman to serve
in said role but, with her Bay Area liberalism, L, up along the sidelines comes out in attack after attack,
making an exhibition out of the multiple failures of the staknew that she would provide a productive counter-balance
tus quo.
to the last six years of Republican control.
Since taking office, Pelosi did something we haven't seen
After the president's flagrant disregard for constitutional
since Newt Gingrich's Contract with America; she made us
law, I thought that having an actual system of checks and
a promise to try to fix a lot of America's ills in the first hunbalances in place [vis-a-vis the Democrats) would be a good
dred hours.
idea.
Given recent history, I'm not holding my breath. However,
But as our latest mid-term election neared, I started havit's nice to have a Congress in place that is at the very least
ing a crisis of conscience.
going through the motions.
Was I becominga Democrat? ..
It's not my idealized Libertarian Congress, but for now,
Or was-I just responding to events, voting for the lesser
this
will have to do.
oftwo evils?
.
For years, I billed myself as a Libertarian who didn't vote
because I figured that the Republicans and Democrats are
head-and-tail of the same coin, a single-party system masquerading as a multi-party democracy.
Either way, I once swore never to vote for the puppets on either side ofthe aisle.
My political anxiety worsened.
What if I vote my conscience and end up helping the
Republicans retain control?
We've all heard the adage "vote your conscience," and
what if that actually happened - if instead of perpetuating
two-party strangulation, Americans could actually take
control of the political process?
In the end, when I went into that polling booth, I wanted what the Democrats promised: a better solution to our
qljagmire in Iraq, rescinding the subsidies on oil profits (at
a time of record highs), a rise in the. minimum wage and at
least approaching the idea of universal health care.
. My time of political idealism is over; instead of voting my
conscience, I voted the side of the coin that wasn'tusing
fear tactics to get elected but actually pitching a platform.
The problem with our third parties is their unbridled idealism, which is so rigid that compromise on sensitive issues
is not possible. This is why a majority of Americans didn't

MICHAEL
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Itouched history and saw the future
BY SHANNON

should

now

MORGAN

us have a hard-luck story to tell.
This sentiment Rev. Jackson demon, , I want to see positive change in our country and
strated in his depiction of Dr. Martin
on our campus. I don't really care which political
Luther King, Ir., as a wounded man,
speakingofthemanyhardshipsDr.King
party, organization, administrator or student brings
had to endure as the cost of his fight for
human rights.
it. I'm tired of waiting. I think its time we get off our
Dr. King was indeed a wounded man
PlayStations, iPods and Myspace pages and create
_ many of us are. Some have survived
harassment and discrimination bethis change for ourselves.
, ,
cause of race, sexual orientation or
gender. There are so many ways in
be a mentor, set an example, be the
which we hate that it would be a feat to other, but accept each other.
change you want to sec in the rest of
A reality in which our differences
list them all.
the world.
make
us
stronger
and
our
ideologies
However, it's important to remember
An action you take today could affect
make
us
great.
that we are not victims or statistics and
the course of our combined destinies.
I
want
to
see
positive
change
in
our
our hardships can be the fuel which
This ripple effect works both for
propels us to do great things, a fact I country and on our campus. I don't
positive and for negative actions, so go
care which political party, organizaheard affirmed through Rev. Jackson's
out, do something good and watch as
tion, administrator or student brings
speech.
that energy spreads and affects those
it.
I'm
tired
of
waiting.
Like Dr. King, we all dream of a betaround you.
I think it's time we get off our
ter world and have the opportunity and
The very fact that myself and the
PlayStations,
iPods
and
Myspace
pages
ability to make those dreams a reality
many others just like me are here demand
create
this
change
for
ourselves.
for the betterment of our society and
What can one person do? More onstrates the power behind the poputhe world as a whole.
than
you could ever imagine, and we lar adage Rev. Jackson quoted at the
From national issues like the war in
can
take
Dr. King as the perfect ex- end of his speech:
Iraq to issues that pertain to ~JUruni"If your mind can conceive it, and
ample - a man who, against all odds,
versity (like the amount of sexual asyour heart can believe it, then you can
shaped
the
destiny
of
our
counsaults on our campus) these things
achieve it."
try and world through his efforts
should not be issues we push off hopIf you believe that you can change
and sacrifice.
ing someone else will fix them.
the world then you will.
We've
all
heard
the
expression
I'd like to join the Rev. Jackson and
We are our generation's dreamers,
"Think globally, act locally." That is
others like him in the struggle for huinnovators and achievers.
exactly
where
we
should
start.
man rights and a better global society.
Let's put aside our differences, carVolunteer in your community, vote
I challenge you to co-create with me a
ry the dreams of our forefathers and'
during
elections,
help
campaign
for
reality in which we can all live. A reala cause or politician you believe in, make them a reality we can all enjoy.
ity in which we do not tolerate one an-

Opinion Writer
A piece of history recently graced us
with his presence on our university or,
in his words, "The land of potatoes and
Fiesta Bowl champions."
Reverend Jesse Jackson spoke to a
crowd of determined and eager young
minds most excited to be in the presence of a piece of our American legacy.
Those who attended had different
reasons for being there. I went to see
Jackson not knowing what to expect.
From what I discerned, there are
times I love him and times I think he's
gone completely off his rocker - this
night was no exception.
A common thread in his line of
thought that kept me hooked (despite
the things he said which I disagreed
with) was the need for us to change
our perceptions of the world and the
people in it [e.g, getting over our fear of
race, sexual orientation and the like) to
co-create a better global society.
Something I was afraid I was going
to hear and glad I didn't was how minorities are held down by "the mann victims of a society which. perpetually
oppresses them.
I'm not trying to argue that oppression does not exist. As a female, minority, single mom, first-generation college student from the wrong side ofthe
tracks, I've experienced it first hand.
The truth of the matter is that most of

The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of
the board are Drew Mayes, editor-in-chief; Troy
Sawyer, business manager; Heather English, production manager; Dustin Lapray, managing
editor; Harsh Manui, online editor; and Sheree
Whiteley, lead copy editor.
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Globally
HOT
The return of'American Idol'
Our favorite talent show is back
in its sixth season. "American Idol"
began last Tuesday with its first
round of auditions with less-thantalented hopefuls.
Paula Abdul, Randy Jackson
and Simon Cowell, along with
guest
judge
Jewel,
picked
out their favorites from the
Minneapolis residents.
While the show did give way to
,some amazing voices, you cannot
help but enjoy the embarrassing
moments of those dreadful others.
While we continue to laugh at the
show the first few weeks before any
real talent competition begins, enjoy It while you can before the tone
-dcaf and artistically challenged
become television's biggest annoyance.

Birds of Prey, featuring many wild animals, will be
shown at the International Wildlife Film Festival.
"

',

NOT
TruJ1.1pfined for patriotism
The residents in Palm Beach have
risen and, in cooperation with authorities, are fining Donald Trump
for flying a large American flag at
his Mar-A-T.agoclub.
The flag' flies atop an 80-foot
pool, while the city's code and zoning guidelines state no flag shall
be flown above 42 feet without a
permit. However, Trump refuses
to remedy the situation or pay the
$1,250 fine per day that the flag is
flown.
,
In response, Trump filed a $25
million dollar lawsuit against the
town arguing for his constitutional right to fly the American flag as
he pleases.
All I have to say to these residents is be careful, ifTrump doesn't
get his' way, he's bound to get
yourland.

"

BY DALE EISINGER
Culture Writer

s pa,rt ofits post-festival tour, the Internationa, IWildlife Film F,estivalis coming
to Boise for a third consecutive year. The festival will include 19 award-winnlng films rhroughout four days beginning on Thursday, Jan. 25 and ending on
aturday, Jan. 27 at the Flicks Theatre in downtown Boise.
The features focus on exciting displays ofwildllfe (one piece is about a giant leech) and
emphasizelheeducativn3r.d:mf!ee.tie!l~!!9~!W~~ot~l'ic,yetimportant~QJlcep~inenri·"':·
ron mental management. Frorntheeffect ofwild deer on motorvehide mainteli'ance and
human mortality to the importance ofgiant sturgeon in the diet of sea lions, the festival will provide food for thought.
.
'
Education ofyoimgsters is also an important goal of the festival and there are a few
films perfectly suited for them, including the unpretentious"B Is forElephant." This
film will combine letters of the alphabetwith Images of African animals, providing an
Introduction to the nature and habits of the Dark Continent's Inhabitants.
The festival is locatedannuallyin Missoula, Montana and is the most prestigious of
Its kind. Corning into Its 30th year, the event is known as "The Filmmakers' Festival" ing television programs for all ages and music videos. The festival Is hosted as part
because of its Inviting atmosphere (this could have something to do ~ith the fact that
of the Bald Eagle Days Celebration. The purpose of this annual event (this being the
cine of the films is narrated by a 5-year-old and another made by teenagers). An em- , eighth year offestivltles) Is raise consciousness ofthe Boise River and its tributaries.
.phasis of the event Is excellence In film and media, although the overarchlngpurpose
The figurehead celebration is held at the Idaho Shakespeare Festival, which sits in the
is "to promote and foster knowledge and understanding ofwildlife and habitat through
Barber Pool Conservation area, a spotchosen for its ecological importance. Events include bird watching led by t!.JeAutobahn Society and the Idaho Fish and Game, as well
excellent and honest film and other media."
Only the festival's finalists and award~winners are in~luded In the tour that will as a viewing of a bald eagle aptly named Libert y.
Although the film festival will have an admission charge of$6, the event celebration
grace the Flicks' screens throughout the week.
_: Although the word film is usually synonymous with movie, the festival celebrates
is free to all community members and, like the festival, very family-oriented.
the continued awareness of environmental issues In all types of moving media', includ-
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Locally
HOT
Tclevision-themed parties
Everyone loves kicking back to
enjoy their favorite television program and unwind from a stressful
day. Here's how to make that experience much more enjoyable.
Throwing television show theme
parties can liven up your week.
Invite a few friends over, cook some
great food and enjoy the company
while indulging in good 01' pop culture.
bneshowmyfriendsandlpersonally enjoy doing this with is Bravo's
"Top Chef" every Wednesday night.
Each week we tryout new meals,
accompanied
with a relaxing
mixed drink.
Nothing is better than sipping
chocolate mint martinis and eating
shrimp kabobs while enjoying one
mind-numbing reality show.

NOT
Eating with street vendors
It's 2 a.m., you're drunk and you're
hungry. You stumble out of the bar
and there it is, the Mecca of meals
on wheels: the street vendor.
Coughing upthe two measly dollars you find in your pockets you
perchance one mouth-watering hot
dog.
As you sink your mouth
into the first bite it hits you:
this tastes like throw-up in a
dirty diaper.
The horror stories can continue,
and while they may seem unbelievable, some are true.You cannot
always trust the delicious aromas
, of, the street vendor's, cart. After
throwing up my own meal for dew
hours,' I have these'fewwords of
wisdom: mop and fast food; Trust
me; there are nioIllentswhimaBi8
Matis a bette~ch~ice.
",

Boise Contemporary Theatre brings
laughs to Boise with 'Bust'
BY MATTHEW

BOYLE

Culture Writer

For instance, when the editor of
the fashion magazine is speaking,
the lighting changes to red and

I

The Boise Contemporary Theater
is currently hosting the nne-wornan show "Bust." Lauren Weedman
is the star and Allison Narver directs the hilarious play.
Weedman (formerly a "Daily
Show" correspondent) spent time

when Lauren enters the prison, the
entire stage lights up. nackground
noises help the audience keep up
by denoting what is going on at
certain parts of a scene. When going through -the prison security
system, for example, an alarm goes

working in a Los Angeles prison
while trying to make it in the entertainment world. The majority
of the play comes from her experience as a volunteer in the women's
correctional facility.
The show begins with the volunteer introductory course in the

off.
Weedman does a terrific job
switching back and forth between
characters and keeping the a\!dience engaged and interested.
Viewers nut only applauded the
magnificent actress but also gave
her a standing ovation at the end of

prisons. The prison guards lay
down strict rules and give a tour of
the facilities.
Weedman finds many of the
prison rules and guidelines comlcal and accidentally slips up on a
few of them while helping the ih _
carceratedwomen.
The story' also entails her, or"

the show.
This one-woman show is not
Weedman's first stage performance, She has written all six of
them, herself. Her expertise in
writing and performing was espsecially evident during of "Bust." .
The show will be running at
the Boise Contemporary Theater

PHOTO COURTESY

BOISE

.;;'::~:;'~~n~~\:l:: Lau"i-~ We.~mari pUISon a one-woman perfonmince In 'aust.-aolse
•ersonoJli'.ran.. fromin rary.o eatre snewest production about life In a women'scarredlo"al

~:,~ryT~~

volvement with a fashion magazine to
talking to a friend on the phone.

character, offering an interesting
twisltowhatiscommonlyexpect-

to work out. One of the inmates is
trying to get out of prostitution,

CONTEMPORARY THEATRE

eontempo"
facility.

assisting but noneofthese
seem to Clue.

sources
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nn'::;~:~:'ti'k'~' cost$1. and' .!
evening show tickets
are
$26.50.
ne
can bepurcbasedonll

Tickets
at the
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I just started dating someone new. We've been dating about a month.
I'm a little shy so our relationship hasn't been moving too fast, but over
the weekend we had sex for the first time. The most embarrassing and
freaky thing happened, the condom broke! I was completely humiliated
and I didn't know what to do. It's never happened to me before, I'm a
nervous wreck, and afraid !hat I could potentially be pregnant. Help!

A

Don't miss the opportunity to run for
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Condom breakage is not uncommon. Condoms break for about 5 percent of couples. If pregnancy is your primary concern, my first question is, "Did the condom break occur before or after ejaculation? "If the
condom broke before ejaculation, then you probably don't have to worry
about pregnancy. However, in the past few years medicine has found
that there is no longer a 100% effective method of birth control, because
in rare cases and a small percent of the population, pregnancy has been
known to occur. This can be attributed to sperm that exist in pre-ejaculatory fluid, sperm can also live for up to five days inside of the female
body, and depending upon where you are in your monthly cycle, if you
are ovulating or close to ovulation, this increases the chances of be coming pregnant. If the break occurred after ejaculation, my advice is to see
your doctor and in either scenario, if you are worried about pregnancy
have tests' done.
Condoms break for numerous reasons that include: the condom has
expired, mishandling i.e. scratching or tearing the condom and not being careful when you put it on, using gels that could dissolve or eat away
at the latex or material the condom is made out of, and if there is not
enough space at the tip of the condom as the pressure builds-up during
intercourse, the condom could break.
When a condom does break there are a few things you should do.
You shouldn't continue having sex; your partner should pull out
immediately. You want to make sure that pieces of the condom are not
inside of you, this could lead to infection. You should urinate to clear
the urethra and allow for any pieces of condom that could be residing
inside to fall out.
I would advise you not to try to remove the pieces ofthe condom yourself. You'could hurt yourself, bruise, cut, or tear the vaginal tissue, and
you may also risk transferring bacteria and other infectious material
into the vagina.
It is safe to douche with a solution of vinegar and water, however do
not douche with soap. Soaps contain detergents that can cause allergic
skin reactions, trritatevaginal tissue, and soaps also alter the pH of the
vagina which can lead to an increased risk of infection. Douching will
help to rinse and potentially dispose of debris left from the broken condom.
The most important thing to do is to go to your doctor immediately, do
not wait. Although embarrassing (and maybe expensive to some folks)
your doctor can safely remove the material, perform a follow-up an examination, and talk to you about pregnancy testing. Remember it is always better to be safe than sorry and taking care of yourself and your
body is more important than feeling embarrassed.

"'All questions sent to "Fornication Forum" are answered in a professional, reo
spectful manner and researched by trained medical professionals. To submit
your own sexual health related question, email them to culture@arbiteronline.
com, with the subject "Fornication Forum." All e-mails will be kept anonymous
to respect the privacy of those individuals.
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: When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
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· The party's over when

"ngoverbegins
much, not an illness In Itself.
"The hangover is still a mystery to
scientists," says Erin Hunt-Carter,
a clinical psychologist
and doctoral candidate at the University of
Missouri at Columbia. "We know that
heavy drinking may lead to headache, fatigue, thirstiness, gastrointestinal distress and other assorted
unpleasantnes.
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Your hair hurts, your mouth feels
as if you've eaten steel wool, your
stomach is angry at you, and you
can't see across the room. The only
good news is that you recognize the
person sleeping beside you as your
significant other. This is a hangover.
You drank too much, and now you're
paying for it.
What to do? The only time-tested
method is to take a couple of aspirin or ibuprofen ,drink a lot of water, fruit juice, then get some rest
and wail for the effects to go away,
says Dr. Charlene Prather. associate
professor of internal medicine at St.
Louis University School of Medicine.
Anything to get the water back into
youe system and to replace the nutrients that the alcohol drained away.
Do not take Tylenol, she warns, because its reaction with alcohol residue in the liver can be toxic.
Scientists pay little attention to the
hangover. Doctors and researchers
'see it as a symptom of drinking too

"But we don't really know why this
happens or why some people report
being hangover-prone
and others
hangover-proof."
Here's who experts and bartenders
say are more likely to get hangovers:
Women more than men. People who
drink fast more than people who
drink slowly. People who switch
among types of drinks during an evening. Another mystery is the source
oft he pain from hangovers.
Anecdotal evidence blames dark liquors such as whiskey and red wine.
The impurities in the color may have
a toxic effect. That's why clear liquors
such as vodka and white wine aren't
as famous for causing hangovers.
"It may be a form of withdrawal,"
Prather says. "But it may be because
things in alcohol are toxic." She suspects the dehydration from drinking
too much is the big culprit. "Alcohol
is a diuretic, and it causes a lot of
urination," she says. The symptoms
of a hangover mimic those of severe
dehydration. Also, Prather says, the
pain could come from constricted
blood vessels or illnammation
of

something in your head. That's why
aspirin and ibuprofen work. A new
rave among the 20- and 30-something crowd Is over-the-counterpiIls.
While they've been around since the
mid-1990s, about two dozen have
popped up in the past two years.
Mike Pearson,
co-founder
of
HangoverRevlew.com, and his associates tested more than 50 of the pills

~~;i~;~~tr~;
i~:pE%!o:~~~;~
bed, others by taking one or two between drinks. HangoverRevlew.com
also lists the Ingredients in these
products; the most common are vitamins B-6, B-12 and C. They also contain a bunch of herbs and a few min- ;
erals, such as calcium. All together,
experts say, the combinations offer
little more than a placebo. Pearson
did name the most effective over-thecounter hangover remedies. Only
one, Alcohol Hangover Relief, claims
to work after a night of drinking. The
others are preventative a little late for
the day after the party.
Take
them
before
or during
your
misbehavior:
Sobrk
HangoverStopper: It's taken primarily before drinking. It says it prevents
the chemicals that cause hangovers
from reaching your bloodstream by
absorbing them in the digestive systern. ChaserandRU21: They use minerals, foodstuffs and homeopathic
ingredients (herbs). They claim to
help the body process and expel the
chemicals. The more experienced ScI,
including Mark Pollman, a freelance
bartender, author ofbooks about bartending and spirits, and member of
the Bartender Hall of Fame, has less
high-tech advice.
"I would say, 'Don't drink too much
In the first place," Pollman says. "If
you do, put something really nice and
greasy in your stomach before you
start." He suggests sleep as a remedy
unless the beverage of choice is wine,
in which case he recommends drinking water before going to sleep.
"Take a couple of aspirin and go
back to bed," he says.
"But know that drinking is fun, a
wonderful thing, as long as you're in
control. When it starts controlling
,you, then you have a problem."
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[THIS WEEK IN

SPORTS]
Men's Basketball
Thursday
Fresno State
7p.m.
Boise
Saturday

Idaho
7p.m.
Idaho

Moscow,

Women's Basketball
Wednesday
Utah State
7 p.m .
. Boise

Is there A.A. for horses?
BY JAKEGARCIN
'Sports Editor

Saturday
Idaho
7p.m.
Boise

Who would have thought too
high of a blood alcohol level would
ever be an issue for a horse? I've
been around horses from the time
I was born and I don't ever remember finding an empty bottle
of lim Beam or Southern Comfort
lying by the hay manger.
If I had I'm sure the first accusation I made would be at an animal of the bi-pedal nature. Why
not a horse? First of all, their lack
of opposable thumbs would mean
there had to be an accomplice.
Second of all, who doesn't know
that Vodka is the drink of choice
for our four-legged friends?
You didn't know? Well I guess
the cat is out of the bag. Truth be
told, horses have been boozing
for decades now - racehorses particularly. Not making much sense
at this. point? That's where the accomplice comes into the picture,
Stewart's the name and getting horses loaded is his game.
Jay Stewart is the president uf the
Nebraska
Veterinary
Medical
Association and a highly respected man around the racing industry. At least he was until people
found out he's been injecting intravenous vodka shots into horses
to help calm their nerves before
races. As the story goes, alcohol
injections have been a whispered
topic of conversation for years, but
the stories were always regarded
as anything
more than urban
legends. After recent accusations
that Stewart injected racehorses
75 times, charged $15 a shot and
wrote it off as a "pre-race adjustment," it's tough to. believe horse
racing isn't caught up in the world

Gymnastics
Friday
San Jose, Utah State, Seattle
Pacific
7p.m. (PT)
San Jose, Calif.
Sunday
Sacramento
State
I p.m. (PT)
Sacramento,
Calif.

BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor

Swimming
Friday
Idaho
6p.m.
Moscow
Saturday
Washington
State

11 a.m,
Pullman,

Wash.

Men's Tennis
Saturday
Stanford
All Day
Palo Alto, Calif.
Sunday
Santa Clara
Noon
Ciani, Calif.

Santa

Track
Friday-Saturday
Bronco Indoor Invite
TBA
Nampa

Wrestling

The Boise State men's basketball
team knew the expectations would
be high entering its game against
Hawaii Saturday. The game was
picked as the official celebration
event for the Fiesta Bowl Champion
BSU football team. Prior to the
game's tip off, the football team
walked in front of the student section, which set off a roaring applause from the 10,190 fans in attendance.
The crowd was recorded as the
26th largest in Taco Bell Arena history when a IlSU team was competing. It is also the largest crowd since
Feb. 25, 2000. The football team
was also introduced at halftime of
the game, along with a highlight
reel from the prograni.'s biggest win
in school history - the Fiesta Bowl.
Despite having the football team
headline Saturday's event, Bronco
fans didn't forget the main reason
they were at the Arena. The basketball game against Hawaii was set
up to be a pivotal Western Athletic
Conference test for the Broncos.
"It's always good to have fans be-

hind you, supporting you," senior
forward Matt Nelson said after the
game. "It gives you energy. It also
makes you play better and play
harder."
BSU entered
Saturday's
game
with an 8-8 record, 2-3 in WAC play.
The Broncos were comlllg off of a
heartbreaking
loss at Utah State
Thursday, which BSU lost 80-79.
The Broncos lost a 13-point lead
late in the second half to drop their
season road record to 1-8. Nelson
said the team learned a valuable
lesson from Thursday's game, but
it was put in the past as soon as the
team arrived back in Boise.
"That's basketball," Nelson said.
"It was a tough game, but it's not
like football where you've got a
game once a week. You got a game a
few days later. You've got to bounce

"spark plug" with a 21·point performance on l1-of-ll shooting from
the free throw line. Thomas did
show his freshman side late in the
game. He stole a Warrior pass and
raced ahead of the field, missed the
ensuing dunk attempt and committed a foul on the rebound.
. "1 think he was too tired," Coach
Graham said when asked about his
reaction to theinissed
dunk. "We
were fortunate it wasn't a bigger
play than it was:Everythingwas
going his way and I know he wanted
to get up there on that. I thought he
changed the game when he came in
and put a little pressure on them."
Thomas, who is listed at a mere'
six feet tall, has awed Bronco fans
with his athleticism on numerous
occasions
this season. Dunking,
however, hasn't gone quite like he
Karl shot.
would have liked so far. After the
With Hawaii's size on the bench,
game Thomas joked about how he
BSU began to pound the ball into
is done trying to dunk after three
Nelson. He finished the game with
missed
attempts this season.
25 points and. 10 rebounds in 34
The Broncos will look to continminutes of service. Without Gueye
ue their success at home against
in the game, BSU was able to reo
Fresno State Thursday.
establish
itself on the defensive
The men then travel to Moscow
boards, tallying 29 in the game. The
Saturday for a showdown with inBroncos won the rebound battle for
state rival U of I.
the night with a 36-32 advantage

them out to an early 11-9 lead.
The Broncos tightened
up on
the defensive end midway through
the first half and pushed out to a
30-23 lead with 2:06 to play in the
first half. The Warriors managed
to hang close and enter the break
within striking distance at 33-27.
The second half appeared to be
headed in a similar direction until Hawaii big man Ahmet Gueye
picked up his third foul just 27 seconds into the second half. Rather
than sit Gueye (who recorded 12
points and six rebounds in the first
half) Hawaii Head Coach Riley
Wallace stuck with the 6'8" senior.
Coach Wallace's roll of the dice
backfired just 30 seconds later as
Gueye went down with an unspecified leg injury trying to block a Coby

back. "
Hawaii entered Saturday's game
in the process of concluding a twogame road trip atUniversityofIdaho
and BSU. The Warriors dropped a
close one in Moscow Thursday, 7675, to fall to 1·4 in conference play'
(10-8 overall). The Warriors opened
Saturday's contest with high defensive intensity, which helped push

against a bigger Hawaii lineup.
"I thought we played pretty well
from start to finish," Coach Graham
said. "That's a big team and a tough
team. We had to grind it out. Their
size just causes so many problems.
I thought our defense did a great job
to hold them to 62 [points] and 33
percent from the floor."
Gueye returned to the game with
just over 11 minutes to play, but
at that point his ,presence wasn't
enough to make a difference. Gueye
managed to lead the Warriors in
scoring with 16 points but only reo
corded four points in the second
half. BSU maintained
a lead close
to ten points for most of the second
half. With late free throws to seal
the victory, BSU held on for the 7362 win. Coach Graham attributed a
large part of the team's strong finish
to the great play of freshman guard
Anthony Thomas.
Thomas acted as the Broncos'

Saturday
Portland
State

1p.m,
Clackamas,

Ore.

Saturday
Oregon
7p.m.
Eugene, Ore.
Sunday
Oregon State
Noon
Corvallis, Ore.

[SIDE
LINES]
\Vomen's

basketball

wins again

The Boise State women defeated
the University of Hawaii 62-53 in
Hunolulu Saturday night to remain
undefeated and in first place in the
WAC. Sophomore point guard Tasha
Harris led Boise State with a teamhigh 16 points as the Broncos won
for the first time in Honolulu over
the Wahine and moved to 5-0 in
league for the first time in 30 years.
Not since the 1977-78 team went
10-0 to open Northwest Women's
Basketball
League (NWBL) play
have the Broncos opened a conference season so well.
BSU downs Wyoming

wrestlers

...".,..-

i-'~,

'J"

Anthony Thomas scored 21 points in 26 minutes
against University of Hawaii Saturday night. The
Broncos improved their conference record to 3-3.

Box Score
Hawaii
Boise State

Hawaii (62)
Owsley 2-10 0-0 4, Gyeye 6-9 4-616,
Gibson 1-74-67, Lojeski 5-13 4-514,
Nash 6-13 3-416, Waters 1-6 0-0 3,
Dillinger 0-0 0-0 0, Luettgerodt 1-60-0
3, Verwers 0-10-00, Follmer 0-0 0-0 0,
Boise State (73)
Tiedeman 3-5 0-0 7, Nelson 9-13 7-12
25, Larry 2-7 3-6 7, Lane 2-3 0-05, Karl
1-42-24, Robinson 1-30-0 2, Thomas
5-811-1121, Tracy 0-0 0-0 0, Bauscher
0-12-22, Hallberg 0-0 0-0 o.
Halftime - Boise State 33, Hawaii 27.
Fouled out - Gueye, Hawaii. Rebounds
_ Hawail32 (Gueye 6), BSU36 (Larry
II). Assists - Hawail18 (Lojeski 5), BSU
6 (Karl 4). Turnovers - Hawaii 17,BSU
24. Total Fouls - Hawail25, BSU24.
Attendance - 10,190

Broncos fall short in home opener against BYU
BY TATE .cASTLETON
Sports Writer
It's all about continual

improve-

out the final two rotations as areas of improvement
in the coming
week.
"Beam

and floor we still have

ilar contributions
against
BYU.
O'Donnell
finished first in floor
performance
for the Broncos and
Todd finished

second

in the

all-

Results.

Total-

BYU 192.300 points,

but whether it's

Boise State 190.5?5polnts,

Ba1'8-1. Taylor Jacobs, Boise
State, 9.87·points.2. KacleCapraCaliens,'BYU, 9.82 points, 3. Katie

all smoke and mirrors, we'll have
to wait and see.
On a serious note, Stewart is
facing four misdemeanor
counts
of attempting to influence a race

The season is young and each
time the freshman and sophomore-

four inches in width, wreaked havoc on Boise State during the third

excited about what we have ahead
of us. The season is young and we .

Griffis, Boise State'9.80 points. 4.
'LlsllWillis, Bi1.J, 9.72 points: 5; 3-

by tampering
with horses. I'm
not sure what is more disturbing

loaded Broncos
better.

rotation.
"Beam

have a lot to accomplish together."
Sand mire has led the Broncos to

tied at 9.70 pofuts.
'.' .' :.', ::.

- the fact that Stewart was injecting vodka into horses or that he is

;Beam·,l.P~ynaSmart,BYU,
9:82 polnb;; 2; Kaylee (Jlllh1p, BYU,
7pol~~:. 2.Klit.e1m.o'O.:o.nn.ell..:,
B" ·s' . gil 'lnt: 41"lWi . •

being charged for tampering with
a race. Must have gotten a judge
that visits the track a lot.
My initial reaction was cruelty to animals, but that wouldn't

compete,

they get

is very much

a mental

a first place finish in five ofthe past
10 WAC championshtps.
There is
hope the team can do it one more'9~7.
time for Sandmire.
The Broncos will now hit the

. Nationally ranked (No. 16) in the
157-pound class, Tyler Sherfey got
things started in a big way for the
Broncos as the sophomore posted a
16.1 technicalfall victory over Dane
Fuhram for a quick 5-0 team lead.
Andy Patrick completed the string

said. "Tonight ~as not our absolute
best, but we see our potential and
that's a really good feeling" Jacob
said.
That vision is possible for these
young Broncos.
The Broncos; who donned all-

Broncos (0-2, 0-1 WAC) will continue to get better. In her 20th and
final season Sandmire is optimistic
and excited.
"We really need to work on our
consistency in our landings and in
our tumbling on floor," Sandmire

road for nearly a month, making·uS!i·
four stops along the way. Next up
is January 26, when Boise State will
face off against San Jose State, with
Utah State and Seattle Pacific also.
participating.
For Jacob the season has just be-

of six consecutive Bronco wins with
23-0 Boise State lead.
,
The Broncos return to the Boise
State campus for their next match
Friday, Ian, 26, against Cal State
: Fullerton. The start of the match
i (which will be held at BroncO Gym)
Iiasbeenmoved
uptaS
p.m. so it

pink uniforms in support of breast
cancer awareness,
may be young
but they kept pace with the more·
experienced ..Cougars' all Ilight.
Boise State led at the end oftwo imm:essive rotations, but after handful offallson the bearnduring
the
third rotation the Broncos fell be·,

said.
With only three seniors (and being hampered
by injuries)' Boise
State relies on its underclassmen.
Astonishingly,lIaf
the 20 counting.
scores came from freshmenduringtheil' first meet versus 'Cal State
Fullerton,
....
."

gun and the Broncos have plenty to
look forward to.
.
·We just need to stay focused,
calmdown and playupto the.cr.owd
and bereally.excited
about<iUtI1Pcoming meets," Jll-cob satd. .Vetrinarian's
TheBroncogymnasticsteam.otherteIIn..!lieltnportantthlngis
wUlreturn
toTacoBellArenaFeb.

~ will not conflict with another

bind

a

and were unable

tocatchup.'

.' ,FreshQ1enJikeDeAvera

Todd

therwill takeon,S()utl1!l~th~~~

"'U~'·ta~li·e
•..•.•.
n.

:(;filli·tat~ •.

·o.o .',~

.,

~;"\~.'4~:

. .

make sense to any of my fellow
student body members that regu1arly drink with their dog or cat
on the weekend. I guess if gambling violations is what We get, it's
what we'll have to take. All that
matters is that it's a start to clean-

.

ing up the sport.
These horses may.' have
.lned their chance at the hall of
fame and Stewart lIefiIlitelywon't
beserviIlg
as p~dent
of the
ASsociation for ail·

ru-

'We'rea~ttiJ18itnOw,

~J?J~.'

and that's

.
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bition is outthere,

around.
"The freshmen are really having
to step up because we've lost some
kids to injuries this year and that's
been tough," Sandmire said. "I'm

event," said Sandmire. "Ittakes a lot
of numbers and alot of repetition so
that when you're in practice you're
hitting more than you're missing."
There is little doubt that the

eve~t

a post-race breathalyzer in hopes
, of catching cheaters before they
leave the winners circle ..The am-

.

some work to do, because we had
some falls that we need to eliminate
in order to have better scores and
win our meets," Sandmire said.
The beam, which measures just

Sophomore Taylor Jacob led the
team on the uneven parallel bars
and floor exercise.
"We really saw where we can be
and where we want to be," Jacob

r

out of control.
An ESPN article reported that
the University of Pennsylvania
has developed a blood test that detects alcohol in horses, although
it is expensive and still in its infancy. Meanwhile, the University
of California-Davis is working on

ment for the Boise State gymnastics
.team. In their home opener Friday
night the Broncos lost to No. 23
Brigham Young University 190.575
_ 192.300.

Opening
the match with six
straight individual
victories, the
Boise State wrestling team posted
a 26-12 win over the University of
Wyoming Friday night.

a

62
73

35
40

27
33

of "juicing" too.
The damned of it all is that the
horses refuse to testify in front
of a grand jury. Sure they could
be summoned
to court, but we
all know they'll just give the
Palmeiro treatment - wave their
finger at the jury and swear they
didn't do it. All the while they'll be
reeking of booze, eyes bloodshot
and downing water like it's the
last drink they'll ever have.
They'll get a slap on the hooves
and have to sit out one or two races the following season. Truth is,
as long as there's no drug-and-alcohol-testing policy in horse racing, the "rock star" way of life will
absolutely continue until it spirals

.
.

__
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Men's tennis qualifies for big eve-nt
BY KYE JOHNSON

playoff. UNLV had the misfortune
of getting matched up against Boise
State and the Broncos handed them
an old-fashioned beating.
On Saturday night the Boise State
"We destroyed UNLV this
.men's tennis team wrapped up the
morning _ destroyed them," Patton
Mountain Regional Team Playoff
said. "Andthat's a good team."
by earning a trip to Chicago to
BSUwon four convincing singles
play in the National Team Indoor
matches against a clearly overChampionships in mid-February.
matched UNLVteam.
"First of all, we've got to take it
Clancy Shields won his match
to Chicago: BSUHead Coach Greg
6-2,6-0andhis brother Luke Shields
Patton said following Saturday's
won his match 6-1, 6-2. Junior Eric
roumament. "We're playing with
Roberson won his match 6-3, 6-0
the elite 15 and that's the only way and sophomore Steve Robertson
at Boise State. You've got to grab ev- won his match 6-1,6-4.
ery opportunity that you can and
Morning
play,
endyou squeeze it and you don't let go." ed
so
fast
that
junior
Squeeze they did, especiallyin the
Piotr Dilaj didn't even get to finish
morning segment of the Regional
Assistant Sports Editor

his match.
I knew it was the last point that we
"After55 minutes, we were done," needed: Dilaj said. "I sawall the
Dilaj said. "I didn't expect to finish
guys cheering for me, so it was just
that fast."
kind of shaky." Dilaj's on-court anDila], who is a transfer student
tics and intensity have made him a
from Poland, may have found
fan favorite in his two years at Boise
himself in the most competitive
State.
match ofthe evening in singles play
"It helps me, when I scream it
against University of New Mexico.
helps me," Dilaj said. "It just seems
As the playoff drew to a close like sometimes at important points
and BSU only needed one more I just seem to fire up, that's it."
victory to seal up their trip to
Dilaj won the match in a tiebreakthe indoor championships, all er and Boise State's trip to Chicago
eyes were on Dilaj. With a two became official. For Coach Patton,
game lead in the second set getting a chance to play against
and Dilaj leading one set to zero, the nation's top teams is a task he's
he began to feel a. little bit of looking forward to.
the pressure.
"I'm just tired of the Big-l0, the
"I just wanted to finish, because
Pac-l0, the SECand the ACCthink-

BSU indoor track season begins
BY MICHELLE MILLIKEN
Sports Writer

"We'donlybeenbackinschoolfor
four days and as a whole I thought
we. had a good outing: Maynard
said. "Wehad a lot of really solid performances to start at a meet against
schools ofthis caliber and I thought
our school did a good job." _
The coaching staff expects the rest
of the season to gowell, too.
"On the men's side, we're hoping
to challenge for the WACchampionship again:' Distance Coach David
Welsh said. "We're coming off of
two championships and hoping for
a third one. For the women, we also
hope to challenge. This is the first
time we really feel we have a team
that could win the championship."
This year's team features many
key returning athletes like Elena
Kafourou and Simon Wardhaugh,
who both did well in the NCAA
championships last year.
Combining with the already-proven athletes, the Broncos brought
in many new faces - like Zacharias
Amos, The new faces have helped to
put even more hope toward a championship.
"We just need to get everybody
going:' Maynard said. "The indoor
season is short and it can be really
intense. The only way to make it in
the championship is to work. We
have work to be done, but we also
have a talented team. They are very
strong and motivated to go for the
championship,"

The Boise State men and women's
track and field teams kicked offtheir
2007 indoor season at the Hampton
Inn and Suites Classic Saturday
afternoon. Both teams entered the
day with high expectations for their
respective seasons.
The men, who are going after their
third consecutive Western Athletic
Conference Indoor Championship,
faced off against Stanford, Brigham
Young University, the University
of California, Eastern Oregon and
Northwest Nazarene University.
The Broncos fared well in field
events with three first place finishers. Freshman jumper Zacharias
Arnos won the triple jump with a
leap of 15.09 meters, junior jumper
David Walden won the high jump
.scaling a height of 2.06 meters and
senior thrower EricWhitsitt won the
shot put with a throw of 17.3meters.
In addition, BSUhad second place
finishers in the high jump and the
pole vault.
On the track, the distance runners
scored two second-place finishes,
juniors Caleb Cazier in the 800 meter run and Cody Eaton in the 3,000meterrace.
After the meet was finished Head
Coach Mike Maynard talked about
one of the highlight performances
oftheday.
" "Marlon Douglas ran really well
for us in the 60,"Maynard said. "He
didn't win, but he had a fantastic
time [6.97seconds]."
The women, who hope to challenge for an indoor championship this year as well, contended
with Stanford, BYU,the University
of California, Eastern Oregon,
Northwest Nazarene and Cal State
Dominguez Hills.
The Lady Broncos also had success in. field events. Sophomore
jumper Eleni Kafourou placed second in the triple jump with a leap
of 12.73meters and third in the long
jump with a distance of6.04 meters.
Freshman Theodora Xylaki took
second in the high jump, scaling a
height of 1.68 meters. The throwers
also managed first and third-place
finishes in the weight throw. Seqior
Eleni Ypsilanti won with a throw of
18.05meters and sophomore Annika
Hjelm grabbed third with a distance'
of 17.51meters. On the track, sophomore' Nataucha Lowry took first
in the 400 meter dash with a time
of 57.97 and senior Becky Guyette
placed third in the mile with a time
of4:56.43.
Overall, coach Maynard liked
what he saw from his team.

2. Ashley Worneli, Northwest
Nazarene,
1.68m.4. Six way tic
Pole Vault- I. Makeuzic lorg, -Brigham
Young, 3,8m. I.Kelly Furr, Brigham Young,
3.lIm, 3. Caitlin Hewitt, Stanford, 3.65m. :1.
Annalise Bertleson, Boise State, 3.65m. 3.
Julenc Kaufusi, Brigham Young, 3.65m.
l.ong Jump- I. Mindy Neeley, Brigham
Young, 6.26m. 2. Erica Mcl.aln, Stanford,
6.15m. 3. Eleni Kufourou, Boise State, 6.04 m,
4. Griffin Matthew, Stanford, 5.99m. 5. Lollie
Onipcde, California, 5.74m.
Triple lumpI. Ke'Nyia Richardson,
Unattached, 12.94m. 2. Eleni Kafourou, Boise
State, 12.73m. 3. Artensia Young, California,
12.4m. 4. l.ollie Onlpede, California, 12.07m.
5.Mercedes Marchbanks, California, I )'83m,
Shot Put- I. Melissa Ynnghans, Stanford,
14.ti(im. 2. Kclcchi Anyanwu,
California,
14.65m. 3. Michaela Wallerstedt, Stanford,
14.17m. 4. Emilee Strot, California, 14.1Gm. 5.
Tiffany Arrhenius, Brigham Young, 14.15111.
Weight Throw I. Eleni Ypsilanti, Boise
State, 111.0511\. 2. Tipalcli Fotu, Brigham
Young, 17.56m. 3. Annika Hjelm, Bnise State,
17.5111\.4. AmberTavarcs, Boise State, IS.16m.
S. Melissa Yunghans, Stanford, 15.0911\.

Meet results
Women
60 meter dash -I, Janice Davis, Standford,
7.4,2, Iakkl Dailey, Stanford, 7.5, 3, Charonda
Wllliams,
Unattached,
7.5. 4, Antonette
Carter,
Asics, 7.52. 5, Ashton
Purvis,
Unattached,7.55.
200 - t, Charonda Williams, Unattached,
23,8. 2, Ashton I'urvls, Unattached,
23.97.
3, Antonette Carter, Asics, 24.33. 4, Megan
Olivetti, Boise Stale, 25.61. 5, Nesha Simeon,
Boise State, 25.7.
400 -I, Nataucha Lowry, Boise State, 57.97.
2, Evelyn Smith, California, 58,24, 3, Ashley
Freeman, Stanford, 58.41. 4, Megan Olivetti,
Doise State, 58.45, 5, Paige Olivetti, Doise
State, 58,56.
Mile _ I, Carlee Clark, BYU, 4:57.77. 2,
Ashley Puga, NNU, 4:59,85. 3, DeckyGuyette,
Doise State, 5:01.00. 4, Dreanne Sande,
Doise State, 5:02,58, 5, Carolyn Quebe, BYU,
5:04,07.
800 - I, Mackenzie Pierce, California,
2:10.83.2, Julie Meads, BYU, 2:12.32. 3, Heidi
Houie, DYU, 2:14.91. 4, Kayleen McDoweli,
Boise State, 2:15.52. 5, Ashley Puga, NNU,
2:15,9,
.3000 _ \, Angela Peterson, DYU, 10:22.65.
2, Katie Porter, DYU, 10:25.12. 3, Wendy
Harris, BYU, 10:28,3. 4, Mackenzie Allen,
DYU, 10:54,49. 5, Mcadow Jlraden, Doise
State, 11:21.24.
60 Hurdles - 1, Ke'Nyia Richardson,
Unattached, 8.6.2, Julian Purvis, Unattached,
8,62. 3, Grace Fitchett, Cal St. Dom Hills,
8.76.4, Diane Steward, DYU, 8.83. 5, Artensla
Young, California, 8.89.
1,600 Relay - I. California A, 3:48.93.
2. Brigham Young D, 3:52.3\. 3. Drigham
Young A, 3:52.57. 4. Boise State A, 4:05.05. 5.
Northwest Nazarene D, 4:16.38.
Iligh Jump- ). Lauren Stewart, Stanford,
1.73m. 2. Theodora Xylaki, Boise State, 1.68m.

Men _
Meter Dash- I. Jeff Laynes, Brooks,
6.75.2. Jason Heard, FODCY, 6.111.3. Antoine
Echols, Team X-Bronco, 6.113. 4, Marlon
Douglas, Boise State, 6.97. 5. Zach Chandy,
Stanford,7.03,
200 Meter Dash- I. Antoine Echols, Team
X-Bronco, 21.51. 2. Zach Chandy, Stanford,
21.59. 3. Andre Ammons, EODCY, 21.69,
4. Jason Heard, EODCY, 21.118. 5. Nick
Cunningham, Boise State, 22.49.
400 Meter Dash- l. Andre Ammons,
EC)\JCY, 49.32. 2. Nestor Solis, California,
49.62. 3. Durell Coleman, Stanford, 49.61.
4. Justin Heed, Stanford, 50.01. 5. Elliot
Luscombe, Stanford, 50.11.
One Mile Bun- I. Andy Peters, Northwest
Nazarene, 4:26.72. 2. Adam Goulet, Eastcrn
Oregon, 4:30.76. 3. Zach lIeath, .Eastern
Oregon, 4:33.76. '1. Josh Ego, Eastern Oregon,
4:3!J.00 5. Stanley Chebll, Boise State,
4:41.54.
800 Meter Hun- I. Francis Gadayan,
California, 1:52.69. 2. Caleb Cazier, Boise
State, 1:54.25. 3.'Arldy petczchic;l, California,
1:55,75.4. Cody llatnn, Dolse State, 1:56.97.5.
Matt Schrnasow, Boise State, 1:58.92,
3000 Meter Run- I. AndyPeters, Northwest
Nazarene, 9:02.32, 2, Cody Eaton, Boise
State, 9:0<1.75. 3. Kevin Lambert, Northwest
Nazarene, 9:31.30. 4. Stanley Chebll, Boise
State, 9:32.49. 5. Morgan Saltc,:!hcrger,
Eastern Oregon, 9:39.03.
60 Meter lIurdlesI. Thomas Mack,
California, 8,07. 2. Jordan Paul, California,
8.31. 3. Steven Conrad, California, 8.64. 4.
Chris Hoppie, Unattached,
8.711. 4. Lucas
Ohmes, Eastern Oregon, 8.78.
4x400 Meter Helay- ). Stanford A, 3:16.34,
2. California A, 3:17.5. 3.BoiseState B, 3:27.41.
4. Northwest Nazarene D, 3:34.26. 5. Eastern
Oregon A, 3:36.58.
Iligh Jump- I. David Walden, Boise State,
2,06m. 2. Heigo· Nurmsalu,
Boise State,
2.0Im. 2. Dureil Coleman, Stanford, 2.0Im.
4. Oluwadare Kolawole, Stanford, 1.91m. 5.
Steven Conrad, California, 1.81m.
Pole Vault· I. Graeme Hoste, Stanford,
5.36m. 2. Logan Meyer, Boise State, 4.4m. 3.
Denjamin Sheehan, Stanford, 4.2m.
Long Jump- I. Josh lIustedt, Stanford,
7.l6m, 2. Adrian Munabl, Stanford, 7.15m. 3.
Savvas Diakonlkolas, Unattached, 7.14m, 4.
Richard Sherman, Stanford, 6.89m. 5. lyson
Derg, Doise State, 6.63m.
triple Jump' I. Zacharias Arnos, Boise
State, . 15.09m. 2. Sa,"va. ·D1akonikolas,
Unattached,
15.0m.
3. Greg
Hamm,
Northwest Nazarene, 14.19m. 4. 1Y~on Berg,
Boise State, 13.57m. 5. Chris Mahoney,
Unattached, 13.28m.
Shot Put- I. Erik Whitsitt, Doise State,
17.3m. 2. Michael Robertson,
Stanford,
16.62m. 3. Michael Macellari,
Sta'lford,
16.l7m. 4. Craig Kent, California, 16.l5m. 5.
John Ludden, California, 16.02m.
Weight Throw- I. Michael Robrrtson,
Stanford, 17.l3m. 2. John Ludden, California,
16.86m. 3. Zak Thomas, California, 16.25m. 4.
Zach Darclay, Northwest Nazarene, 15.IOm. 5,
Mitch Wheelhouse, Eastern Oregon, 14.78m.
(;0

ing that they've got something over
us," Patton said.
But there isn't much time for
Patton and his players to celebrate
because they'll be on the road and
heading to California, where they'll
face a vigorous group of teams before they play in the indoor championships next month.
"We play Stanford next week they're No.9 in the nation," Patton
said. "Then the. following week
we play San Diego State and San
Diego who are both great teams.
Then the following week after that
we play at USC and Santa Barbara.
But you know what? If you want
to be a big dog, you get put in the
big dog pound."

As for looking ahead to next
month, Dilaj feels pretty confident
about the team's chances.
"I think we are a better indoor
team, actually," Dilaj said, "So it's
better for usto play indoor."
Dilaj said his expectations have
been high since the time he arrived
in Boise, which makes the recent
accomplishments no big surprise.
"In the first email [Coach Patton]
wrote me he said he wanted to win
NCAAs:' Dilaj said., "So I already
knew it would happen."
While the men haven't quite won
NCAAs yet, they are off to a good
start and now they're considered
the best college men's tennis team
in the Mountain Region.

Independent
Study IN IDAHO
Self-pacedstudy. Anyti~e. Anywhere!
• Enroll anytime.
• Complete in one year Of less.
• Participating schools accredited by the Northwest
Commission on Colleges and Universities
• Over 100 online and! or print-based
courses in more than 25 subject areas
Accounting

Anthropology
Business
Business Law
Child & Family Studies
Economics
Education
English
Environmental Science
Family & Consumer Science
Finance
Health Care Administration
History
Journalism & Mass Media

Library Science
Mathematics
Microbiology, Molecular
Biology & Biochemistry
Museology
Music History
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Real Estate
Social Science
Sociology
Spanish

Register online: www.uidaho.edu/isi
. Toll-free: (877) 464-3246
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Classified ads may be placed four ways: on our website at
. www.arblteronline.com. email: c1asslfleds@arblteronllne.
com, phone: 345-8204 ext. 10.0, or stop by tile office at
1605 University Olive. (across from the SUB}.
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BSU CLUBS!

AUTO

ORGANIZATIONS
SOFTBALL
CLUB
Competitive Women's Fastpltch
Softball Is at BSUI (208) 83D7071

2003

DODGE
DAKOTA
SLT Dar!< blue truck with tow
package and 38,000 miles.
$16,000 OBO.Ask forTJ (208)
794-9707

ROOMMATE
WANTED to
share two bedroom apt. with
BSU student. '757-9441 call
zack

HOME!
FURNITURE

RENT IT

LEATHER
SOFA
PLUS
LOVESEAT.
Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699·t
888-1484.

HOMES

BRAND
NEW MICROFIBER COUCH Slain Resistant.t lifetime warranty.t Stili
in boxes.t Retail $1395. Must
sellI$499.t 888-1484.

NEWLY
REMODELEDI
Near BSU, 2 BDRMS, 1 Bath,
Upstairs Bonus Room. Hardwood Floors, Granite Countertops, Stainless Steel Appliances & Fixtures. Slate FP &
Fully Slated Bath. Absolutely
Beautifull 1319 Vermont. 2842701.

KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS
set brand new
In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.
7.PIECE
CHERRY
Bedroom set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
CHERRY
SLEIGH
BED
solid wood. New-In-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 8881464.
FULL
SIZE
ORTHOPE·
DIC MATTRESS Brand new
In package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.

snuirtMove

BED..QUEEN
PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic, warranty. Retali
$599. Must sell $119. Can deliver. 921-6643.

to Home
Ownership!

QUEEN
TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mattress set. Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
855-9688

i'n'qualilytoday at
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Hundreds of rentals
in the surrounding
. . areas! .

.VisU ourwebslfei'at:
!
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WORK ONLINE AT HOME
23 People needed ImmedIately. Eam part or full time
Income. Apply FREE online
to get startedl 800-807-5176.
www.wahusa.com
Enter Ad
Code 403.

EARN $500 PER
WEEK
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DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE
RJM Computers in Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and supplies, expert computer repairs,
Intemet service, 4524 Overland Road In Boise. (208) 4722800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wireless Intemet account. FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
FLAT PANEL PC MONI·
TOR 15' Microtek flat panel,
color computer monitor. 1 year
old. great condition $75 (208)
331-4570

www.frpmrenfals.com

CONTACT
MANAGER
NEEDED Our office Is In need
of a contact manager. You will
contact existing clients to establish cross-sell opportunities
and schedule reviews. This
Is a perfect position for a college student or a stay at home
mom. Flexible aftemoon &
eariy evening hours. The position will start at $7.50 per hour
DOE. No experience necessary. Please email a resume to
jvanwyk@farmersagent.com
or fax to 208-939-3223. Questions, call (208) 939-8485
...... ~
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On-and.off";

campusJ.'
amJlnternshlps .
for cummtanci .
,gradu8Ung
students .
iII:~-.t"-~'
. CheckOut

TEACHER:
PIT For Ages
2-6. Reliable, Patient, Montessori Approach. Will Train. Meridian, 288-1990.

BRONCOSNEEDJOBS. COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
in Boise. 100% FREE to Joinl
Click on Surveys .
PART TIME EMPLOYEE
NEEDED
Responsibilities
vary between product assembly, deliveries, and customer
service. Salary DOE. Flexible Hours between 8-5, M-F.
E-mail resume to info@howi.
com or call 342-1388. CLOSE
TO BSUI

SUMMERWORK
SUMMER
SALES
Looking For Sharp, Honest, Driven
People To Earn $15K-$45K
This Summer Selling Pest
Control Door To Door. Offices
In Boise, 10 & Portland, OR.
Excellent Training & Upscale
Fumlshed Housing Provided .
503-849-2814.

INCOM(FOR

THE NEW YEAR?
.FLEXIBLE

SCHEDULE

·PJ\RTTIME
OR FULL TIME

.GREAT

ACROSS
1 Elmore Leonard
novel
5 Smith of football
10 Jazz singing
14 Country singer
Lovett
15 Chef's coverage
16 Turner of films
17 Muscat's place
18 Frightens away
19 Cartoonist Peter
20 Quiz programs
22 Rand McNally
book
23 Reef-explorers'
devices
24 Natl. TV
network
25 Broadcasts
26 Org. with maps
27 Gooey mass
30 20A participant
34 Cola
35 Zodiac sign
36 NYC clock
setting
37 Philosopher
Kierkegaard
38 Eye part
39 Winded
41 Stooge name
42 Eur. nation
43 Fellas
- 44 PC key
45 Some masts
49 Milking parlors
52 Heart chamber
53 Scads
54 Imminent
danger
55 "Misery" star
56 Big name in
sound systems
57 Wipe out
58 Yale alumni
59 Those in favor
60 Disney and
Whitman
61 Fill past full
DOWN
1 Drudges
2 Rolling Stones
bassist Bill
3 San Antonio
landmark
4 Gives rise to
5 Harsh critics

11221fJ1
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6 Covers with
fabric
7 Hillcrests
8 Ghostly
greetings
9 Ques. response
10 Louvers
11 Reiner or Sagan
12 Kournikova or
Paquin
13 Western art
colony
21 Overcast and
blue, e.g ..
22 Lawyers' grp.
24 Hip dude
26 Adversary
27 Pierce with a
horn
28 Pindar's output
29 Prohibits
30 Composed
31 Hydrox rival
32 Five after four
33 Sweet drink
34 Twice yearly
events
37 More timid

Solutions

39
40
42
44
45
46
47

48 Feel
However
Shelled reptiles .49 Infant
vera
Capp and Gore 50
51 Operatic diva
Chips in chips
Ponselle
Wild again
52 Designer Wang
Florida city
54 Church bench
Braid of hair

OTHER
LOCAL
ADULT
BOU·
TIQUE
currently
seeking
applicants for Full-Time and
Part-Time Sales Associate
Positions, EOE. Professional
atmosphere, Friendly environment. Please E-Mail Resume
to Jobs5022@aoi.com.
BSU TECENTER

BENEFITS

·FUN AND CASUAL
ENVIRONMENT

MALE ROOMMATE - room
open in 2 bed 1 bath condo at
Broadway and Pennsylvania.
$315.00 a month and $150
deposit. No smoking, drugs,
pets. call 340-0229 or 4339349.

PERSON·
Worid Cycie &
Ski offers full and parttime positions, flexibility, and
benefits in a professional
and
friendly
environment.
tomaspatek@netscape.net for
more information.

xc

NEED EXTRA

.EVENINGS
AND
WEEKENDS

ROOMMATE

United Fabrics a' subsidiary
of Kuste Hotels, Ireland Is In
search of a representative In
the United states who will be
wor!<lng for us as a part time
worker, We are willing to pay
10% for every transaction,
which wouldn't affect your
present job, If u are Interasted
please give us a call or send a
mall, which ever suits you.
We Supply Duvels, Pillows,
Bed linens, covers,
Mink
Blankets, Satin Bedspreads,
Apparels, and a host of others
as listed on our product page.
These products are being supplied to our customers who
are In the united states and
some other countries around
theworid.
These
payments
are
In
Checks and Money Orders
and they would come to you
In your name to your location
which you'll provide to us,
So all you need to do Is to receive these checks or Money
orders which are payments
from customers for purchased
Items or payments to be made
out to clients (it would be delivered to you by FED EX or
UPS to your location)
As soon as you receive It, you
take It to your bank and cash
It, Then you take 10% of the
money and send the balance
to us through westem union
money transfer. The transfer
fee would be at the companies expense.
Htlp:llwww.kuste-hotel.coml
vacancles.html
Email: contact@kuste-hotel.
Com
BIKE
. SHOP
SALES-

Crossword

$9 to $12 per hour
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Please Call 658-4888

OFFICE

ADMIN
Visit
www.bsutecenter.colT
for job description and duties
20n30 hours per week. $9-$1~
per hour DOE. Preference wil
be given to candidates witt
relevant course work & stable
work history. Please send re
sume to jglef1Jm@boisestate
edu

ROOMMATE
WANTED
Looking for a roommate for a
2 BR apt in the N. End. Short
bike ride to campus ..$325 Ineludes rent and all utilities.
(208) 830-8565

COMICS
CATBER T: EVIL DIRECTOR ~
r- OF HUl"\AN RESOURCES
------I1l>~
I Al"\ A SCIENTIST
FROl"\ THE PLANET
ZORP. I BRING YOU
TECHNOLOGIES BEYOND
YOUR Il"\AGINA TION.

\,

~

i
Ii

ALL I ASK IS THAT
YOU LET l"\E WORK
WITH YOUR ENGINEERS
TO TRANSFER' THIS
KNOWLEDGE.

THEY THINK 'WORK"
l"\EANS SITTING IN
A FABRIC- COVERED
CONTAINER.

.

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (0l-22-07)
You're very popular this year; but
take care. Neither a borrower nor a
lender be. It's the pathway to losing
the friends and the money, even
with the best intentions.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.

IT'S A
QUAGl"\IRE.

\

BY LINDA

C. BLACK

Tribune Media Services

Cancer (June 22·July 22)
Today is a 6 - Travel conditions
have worsened. You'dbe wise to do
your commuting electronically, if
at all. Have what you need on hand.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - A family member
disagrees with your carefully
thought-out theory. Don't you just
hate it when this happens? Be a
good sport about it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 2Z)
Today is a 7 - There are lots of
things you want to buy. Make a list,
but don't go shopping. Some prices
will fall dramatically in the next
couple of days.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-lan.19)
Today is an 8 - You're getting into
an area you know nothing about.
Experiment very carefully, to avoid
an explosion.

Aries (March 21-AprU 19)
Today is a 6 - It's not a good time to
travel, or to launch a new endeavor. Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Youhave a hunch that something is Today is an 8 - A controversy has
wrong. Find out what that is, before .been stirred up. Avoidgetting
involved. Do watch to see which
proceeding.
side is winning, so you'll know
.where to stand and maybe, when
Taurus (AprlI20~May 20)
to run.
Today is a 5 - Wild ideas are
plentiful. Encourage fantasies as
Ubra (Sept. 23-Uct. 22)
long as they're fu'n and harInless.
Today Isan 8- To get anything
Don't offer to pay for a prank; it
accomplished, you'll have to begin.
would backfire on you.
1hisis not the best time for that, so
keep check!ngout options.;'
Gemini (May21-lune 21)
Today is a 5.- Listen more than
Sco..plo(OCt. 23-NoV.21) .
you talk today. Don't even offer
suggesVons. Learn from the others, Today is a 7 -There's hot enough
moneytodowhat)'Ou want, so
and figure out htlwto ~ucceed
donit mUe big prouiises; Love
where thercan't.
In'iportanttilan money, .
"'Il~~
aDd don't
forget it.

. Jllmare

you

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Peb. 18)
Today is an 8 - More money's
eorning in, but unfortunately, more
money's going out. Exercise some
control over spending, and that
includes self-control.
Pisces (Peb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - You're becoming
more' confident in your own ..
creativity. For the time being,
however, It's good to obey orders.
Innovations Willnot be welcome
until next Wednesday.
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